HEALTHCARE IT PROFESSIONALS
TACKLING TODAY’S CHALLENGES
HEALTHCARE

Today’s healthcare IT professionals must quickly decide how to tackle major data growth patterns, shortfalls in legacy systems and
increasing performance demands — all while managing core infrastructure and determining a path for cloud migration. Pair these
challenges with knowledge gaps and bandwidth constraints, and you may find yourself wondering: what can help?

COLOCATION FOR HEALTHCARE: WORKING TOWARDS A DIGITAL FUTURE
CoreSite’s cloud-connected data centers sit at the intersection of traditional data management and the future
of healthcare computing. If you need to ensure your data is up and running 24/7/365 in a HIPAA-friendly
environment, or if you need to improve the connection between your dedicated servers and cloud providers like
AWS and Microsoft, CoreSite can help.
Our high-performance data centers provide direct access to hundreds of network, cloud and IT service providers
within the same building, allowing healthcare organizations to build a holistic solution and connect to different
providers as requirements evolve. These direct connections not only make life easier, they provide a more secure,
reliable alternative to connecting over the public Internet.
Our data center and interconnection solutions allow you to offload the burden of data center performance and
cloud connectivity, so that you can focus on the future digital transformation for your organization.

ONE DATA CENTER PROVIDER. EVERYTHING YOU NEED.

MANAGE YOUR WORKLOADS
AND SECURE YOUR CRITICAL
PATIENT DATA
Secure, reliable access to vital computing infrastructure and data when you need it is critical to your ability to provide high-quality
patient care. CoreSite recognizes the importance of meeting this demand. We have built our reputation upon security, performance,
rock-solid reliability, and the commitment to provide an exceptional customer experience to organizations including patient care
providers, healthcare integrators and insurance companies.

BENEFITS
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

SUPPORT

CoreSite understands your HIPAA compliance needs. Our
experienced team can help support you and contribute to
your compliance documentation, including providing you
with a Business Associate Agreement (BAA).

CoreSite’s team of experienced professionals provide you with
the support you need from beginning to end. We can help
you design a data center solution tailored to fit your needs,
provide flexible contracting terms to mirror the dynamic
requirements you manage, support migration requirements,
directly or through our trusted partners for both your physical
technology infrastructure and your workloads, and give you
real-time visibility into your CoreSite operating environment
via our robust on-line customer portal.

SECURITY
CoreSite’s 24x7x365 on-site security personnel are
employed in-house, rather than outsourced. Our security
staff undergoes rigorous training and testing each year, and
CoreSite retains outside consultants to verify our compliance
with security standards such as HIPAA, ISO 27001, PCI DSS,
SOC 1 Type 2 and SOC 2 Type 2.

RELIABILITY
Reliability in a data center is non-negotiable. CoreSite is built
on robust systems and the advanced skills and knowledge
of our experienced in-house facilities team. We back
up our commitment to reliability with our 100% uptime
SLA, providing you confidence in knowing that your most
important resources and information will be available when
you need them.

AN ECOSYSTEM FOR INTEROPERABILITY
Directly connect to the cloud, network and managed service
providers you need to build your holistic infrastructure
solution. We provide direct access to the world’s leading
network and cloud providers, such as AWS and Microsoft,
enabling you to seamlessly access computing infrastructure
and move data with lower cost among the partners that mean
the most to you.
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